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Page : 19 Bread queues in 1,Vov,-. Kiev Odessa, Poltava and Kh41-koV.



he CC) the 'Ukraine in Sept 1-.)63

A. 	B ,interviewed at their home on 9 Nov 1963SuURCh

0
SUBJECT: A u

(-/- 7J, - p c/Z5CS L

DATE  : 12 Nov 1963
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1. According to the Source A and B visited the Soviet Union in

Sept 1963 on a special research exchange scheme sponsored by the State

Department. Though both are educated intelligent persons (A specializes

in International Relations and B in BIlitical science ) otherwise they are

rather naive ,particularly in security matters and lack the necessary

knowledge of Soviet Ukrainian reality. They were also not sufficiently

familiar with Ukrainian politics y both - in the Ukraine and abroad.

A and B are known as good and active catholics. A arrived to this country from

1:lestern Ukraine in 1937, prior to that she studied in Lvov; B was born in

America of Ukrainian parents and preserved an excellent knowledge of Uk]:ainian.

2. Beside the Ukrainian S R their trip included also roland and CSR.

In Poland they 1-.avel1ed by thEdr car and met many interesting people ,mainly

Ukrainians, in iarsaw and Przemysl. Two persons in diferent places told A and B

to convey to American Government information on the location of Soviet

rocket bases in Poland. 	 Source A had some addre. ses and messages from

emigrants to people in 'iarsaw and rrzemysl,mainly to Basilian nuns in Wersaw
Ukrainian

and other iireligioas circles in Poland . They visited almost all of them

and it could be inferred that they had also some "semi-official" mes: ages from

the clergy here geing through channels of "Arfierica n in Thiladelphia,Pa.

3. In the Ukrc,ine, since it was forbidden to travel by car,they

used train and nlane. A and L left their car in , cl .rsaw and by train



crossed on 31 August 1963 the Polish-Soviet border via Przamysl. folish customs

control was very easy, iolish officers were f rienaly and "Buraeenr". Contrary

to them, The Soviet custom ofZicers made h thorough sealch of suitcases and

were tough, arrogant, almost insulting. In 1 . ;ostys1a	 the train	 stoped

for about 30 minutes and there were 8-10 customs officers Derforming the control

of documents and the search of lug age. In their suitcases A and P had

some religious articles like medalions, rosaries aso. Only one set of

rosaries W3S left to each of them ,and the rest they were told they could

obtain on thel clerec t1:.0 from the Jorist talon.

The other, Soviet 7=sengers -,Tatching indignantly the behaviour

of custom officers showed obvious syrT,-,athy for A and '3 end after the

custom of:_icers left the train and it moved again., one young man enroached

Sources and told them that he and his-comanions felt decmly sorry for

what A and L, were subjected to. he stressed they should not think that "we

all were l ike those..." and and apologized on behalf of his peo'.-,le for what had

ened to Sources at their entry on the Ukrainian soil.

Sources arrived in LVOV on 31 Augtst 1963 thoigh they were

scheduled to be there next day. Some "confusion" at the inturist that

fol -..owed their earlier arrival was soon cleared up and .urces were given

their rooms. From LVOV Sources wanted to go at once to a. vil.nge hear

L'EREZHANY. to see A l e mother but were not allowed to do so. Instead A's

mother was brought to LVOV and necmmodated at the inturist too. This was arrange

on 2 or 3 Sept,	 the next day after A t s mother arrived sho had a stroke and

A nnd L. were mninly concerned with A's mother health. The medical se:r:vic,e

)400r cc: s excellent, the Inturist offiu_nls ,in -articularqIUDFEA.1Clexnndra
;

Director of Lvov-InUrist herself, showed much understanding and care for

A and her mother. Also A's stay in Lvov 	 'orolongcd fom 5 to 8 days but

neither A and L together nor A hersel4i ,,, were not al owed to nccomany A's
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mother to her vii ago .

Ir talking to doctors attending her mother in LVOV and on other

occasions 6ources ascertained that phycicians there were very snack interested

in American medical literature and asked Sources to send them some bo ks.

Sources planned to send some medical books to Dr VASYLCHEHKO of LVOV and also

to one or two doctors in ODESLA.

Beside meeting her relatives and friends in . .41rist off*nP Hotel

Sources visited also many friends in LVOV privately . A knew very well LVOV

(She studied there prior to her departure for the :=3-tates in 1937) and had no

trouble in moving around. She vas also aware of the fact that there were "rikes"

i n the IntcUrist of which she was also reminded by a local friend .

5. Through her relatives and friends -A(and B ) came across Ukrainian

Underground in LVOV. Source ,however, refused to give any names or other

concrete indications,and restricted herself to [eneral descri ption of its

activities, its requirements for emigration, cso. (See separate paragraph

on the Ukrainian Underground).

Similarly as in Warsaw and Przemysl Source had some addresses and

messages to nuns and civilians mainly from clergy circles or rather individuals

here.

6. While in LVOV Sources had a:t the LVIV UldVERSITY an/ encounter

with the Rector of the University ,prof liA=WYCH,LYkola Hryhorovych and some

members of his lectorial staff:

?etro bray rovyq h — Dean of historical l'acuity;

'3(J'KulOJTL,Volodyn:,,r ilvrylovych— Donn. of Lew Faclty;

VCdT1IJK,Ly::oln AnCa-iyovyeh — -iienn of the Faculty of Foreign

Languages;

ZALEKILNIAK,Pnnas 3tcw1novich— Docent of EiStory;
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PASHIJK,Andriy — Docent, Director of the D epartmert of Ci vil Lou

NELOACHOK,Fedir l'iatviyovych — Docent. Director of the Department

of U7 7ra1niar —iterature;

KOHURENKO,Anatoli Dmytrovych Docent,Director of the D e artmen thf

.Diamat ( Dialectical Materialism).

AGUROVA,Natalia Vesilevna — Senior lecturer at the Faculty of

English Philology.

At the meeting ,after the welcome ,Prof 14AKSIllO 1JICII informed briefly

Sources about the great achievements LVOV made in sc:.entific field and asked

for a frank and friendly exchange of views. In the course of the later he

rejected the idea that there was FUssification at the Universities, assured

that the language of instruction wes . Ukrainian,and that only where lecturers

did not know Ukrainia p /	agreedor where students greed to use Rusian for sake of Russia:- 

manual or their colLegues from other parts of the Soviet union , lectures were

read not in Ukrainian but in Rusiail. 1,121K.311 .101riali and his colegues

replied negatively to Source's questions about protests and demonstrations

of Ukrainian students in LVOV and in KIEV against using Rue ian language in

lecturin g ,and about which Source knew from her relatives and friends in LVOV..

IIAKSMOVYCH was also very angry when Source asked him where, was the

former Rector LAZOREITKO. The answer was that u he was removed for neysonal

reasons and lived here"(meaning LVIV). On this occasion Sources cure told

that the present Rector of Polytechnics in LVIV was Prof DEHISENKO,fnu and

his deputy Prof AlIDRIITEVSM,fnu. ( Prior to his apPointment to Rector of the

University ,MAKEMIOITYCH was Hector of Polytechnics)

Sources were also shown one or two classes a the university and actually

heard students talk Ukrainian. Incidentally, in Source's opinion she and j7T1Tx B
. before	 most

2rian4-. had never seen so many young people as at that time in LVIV and kimx±miatgina

xx#xicilir of them talked at school and in the street in Ukrainian.
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younger col egues
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This was just the beginning of the new term and Lviv was virtually swarmed

by youth.

7. In LIM Sources were s

,oillKHC
Lomonosova. street; Director	 IIOVE

L i C-OZDETL5KA 3ofio_Ivenivna:
GVOZDEISKAOW From the first grsde

ilotm an Linzlish desiatyletka-sc...hc-)014atze

AKIorovvc4,
KII,W1C, one OT the teachers:

children are touiz,ht there English end

in English. Sources could easily converse with pupils from the 3rd or fourth
in English

grade anxthE.Itc who could also switch over without any difficulty to Ukrainian

or hussian. Spurces were told by SU-KRUM-tail and GATOZDETSKA that there

were in LaN similar french end Spanish schools.
\\''

LVTV •:;ou-i--c es visited the maga s l nZhovten t " whete/they
.	 .

its c -14 4-editor (at that tim.e i "±I'lliULSKYI,Iebro Zid his
Orir	 rAW	 ,

- 	 NCEUK Roman ,young writer;l7ROHANYCHliK,  Ivan-. poet,

/s5•X- • Z.	 c7-55A. _ ogt s2
"organise' meaning nE offlber	 HaliCTIETURTinue

In spite of his rather low intelligence and arrthgance HFZHORCEUK was the one

_wlJo conducted and controlled the talk end he u dictated" the answers • Al l the

others	 were waiting for indications and instructions from

HRYHORCHUK, or left simply "touchy" questions for him to answer.

At "Zhovten i " nremisses Sources met also widow of MELITYCHUK who dropped

in just for a few minutes.

Similarly as at the University those present at the receTtion rejected

Sources' assertions about Ru-.:sification, claimed that Ukrainian journalism

had never been so highly developed es at the present asorasf. As an e:,:ample

of the u strenith"of Ukrainian litecaturo they mentioned that even some nu,..;,.;ian

writers were writing in Ukrainian and named GLOTOV,Vasil - a young Russian

writer who wrote in .,.;':reinian end lived in Lviv.

Shen asked about the fete of those who participated in Ukrainian

Uderground at Stalin' s time	 UjUiCkUK , lUi..iAITYalItiK and others as;. ;ared the

Sources that all were y ohneilitoted, raelfm- ng released from prisons and camps

i s, .r1;11,1
btirl	

/
C 	 e.;2-
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end given jobs in spite of some protests of some local people against it.

As a proof of that ROMANY:CM went down to another room and brought one emmlair

ofoT vilna ul-r-ina in which a short article by hiaself was published on the

subject/ Pointing to it he stressed that they were writing now much in the local

Press to c!mpeal to people to show "more heart" to those returned from prisons

and camps.

Source A mentioned that she knew that from her native region stemmed

a famous nationalist leader STEPANIAK and she wondered what had happened to

him. One of the writers told her that STEPANIAK was just one of those rehabilitted

and lived now in a village.

One of the writers (Source could not remember which one 	 Sources

how was doing in New York KEPNYTSKY Ives', and M1 ,12:11TYCiia was inte,ested

in IfLAIEuK - what he was doing now, on what he worked mow etc. (Source was

unable to tel]kim anything about Malaniuk.)

All members of the Zhovten t staff asked about KOS:: :ACH Yuri end were

full of praise for his "very good work abroad".

/ P c	 /C /	 /

9. In LVIV Sources were guests at the Vykonkom-of-Liv-Misik-Rada.

Their host was 'IAGODZINSKY,Apolon Hryhorovych  - chairman of the Vykonkom of

_

s t krada; together with representatives of theater4usic and press of the q----7

city of Lvov :

(.11-iREBYAK,Volodymyr Maksymovych;

TKACH=0, fnu (female);

..PTRU::=KOlfnu.;
NADLNIVolodymyr;

KULIY,Mykola;

KIKU,ria, wife of Rector 1:aksimovich.

The	 concentrated mainly on reconstruction of Lviv after the war,

great achievements in cultural end economic fields, etc. Sources ascertained
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that indeed Lviv had been rebuilt and widely expanded ; new industried

developed

Sources were treated with cheripagne and cakes and on the whole the

the atmosphere was pleasant. Sources put some direct questions and expressed

their critical views about Ruseification, suppres±ion of the Ukrainian

catholic church	 They were encountered with rather unconvinuing

'tale" phrases but general tendency of both: hosts and guests - was not

to strain relations..

Next day Sources were visited by a young correspondent (aged about 30)

of "Vilna Ukrajna who asked A to sir. th an article on what she had seen in
on

Lviv,andithe champagne nart2: at Fis l k rade. A read the article and pointed out
negative

that it was only about positive elements zim and lacked com pletely any zitimPlai

ones that the had seen. Also there was no mentioneing of her and B's critical

remarks and statements l and therefore A was unwilling to sign it.
Ji

wrote about the things that had hawened :Am:Immix= and that he didn(t change

anything. He only omitted some things. When Soource continued to argue that

this was very one-sided and therefore in case they publish the article :17 their

pre-s she will have to 1=aico:bei print proper corrections and addenda in

emigre-press. The co rrespondent replied that this was her business and he

couldn't care less what she will d6 in the jtates. After that Source agreed

to sign the article.

10.	 After 8 La:-,Te ,Dources went by train from LVIV to KIEV

accompanied by a female Inturist-guide Raya l lnu. In Kiev they wore

accomPdated in Hotel Ul:reine u . here .they were introduced to
•

LEVI. iCii:JIKO ,Mylrbeilo @lexandthovich— senior official of t he

Committee for Culturil Contacts with Foreign Countries in Kiev. Since then

he was in touch with Sources in Kiev and other cities and accompanied them

e

=he correspondent's renly was that source could not refure the fact that he

.	 ;
1-1
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on many sighleing tours in KIEV and EIARKOV.	 main job was 'louver, to

'brilighten" A on emigre-politivs and convince her to remain . r the Ukraine

promising Source A any position she wanted at Lviv or Kiev University.

Those lb oil-L c talks" were sup, leracnte,d by similar efforts of all kind of

"organizators"	 Sources meant by this tErm KGB-officers ) who used all

possible occasions to induce her to stay in the 'Ukraine. Of course, they were
very polite and tactful but on one or two occas/ions aoproached Sources

(A7:7-24-7-1 's,	 ,.Re-4c, te ("e---;
e1Te94in aotel lobby to h'converse'with them . 

---	 ,,.--,,,,-,

LEVIS v7HENKO proposed also later on _fin KHAP',OV to A- and B an [-A: ( , -, -: -
,--/'

encounter wit' ' ILATVIEIltaiyron;  VE}IiiiN And" other former nationalists who	 ' ...-
,	 .	 , --z--;,)( (.4

---4-ii-,55R; e / 

	'Stayed at that time acctor ng to LEvishchenko in Kiev or Lviv. He also	 -

mentioned that he could show Sources the killer of Bandera who was killed not

by 6toshynski but his (Bandero l s) own friends from leadership".

11.	 In KIEV Sources stayed this time for 5 days. They visited

libraries, museums and the riinistry of Culture where they met SEOLYCHI-v,,ri.

All the talks	 encounters with of7licial people were more or less just

a repetition of what they were told in LVOV in this case in relation to Kiev

and Ukrainian SSR in general ; achievements, developments, complaints about

visitors like BEK IMari iho -a-FST-Ort "the truth" about the Soviet Ukraine

and aoread slander about "their compatriots".

In Kiev Sources met aome private people Agpm* through their friends

and A's relatives of Lviv who supplied Sources with some a(, l'e --es in the

capital.

From Kiev they made a trip to Shevchenko s grave in KAHEV by a  'ha t er-

Rocket,".

12.	 After 5 days stay in KIEV Sources went by plane to ODESSA where

they we:L'e accood:-:tod at the hotel of the same more ("Odessa").
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L ODESsA Seu2c2s had two forrra 3ecept1ons: one -t the University and the

other with raeresentatives of Ukrainian Writers of Odessa.

At the Gniversity their hosts were

KOVEASYK, Samson Ilykhnilovych - Dean of the Faculty of History; Director of the
the

Department of the history ofiturainian SSR;

VOROBEY,Petro Ivanovich - Docent of the Department of the History. of the

Ukrainian SSR;

CHUYERIY,Panteleimon Hryhorovych - Docent of the Faculty of History Of the

USSR;

HOLOVKO,Ivan Danilovich - Docent of the Faculty of Modrn History;

SYNYTSIN,Moysey S,,rheevich - Docent of the Faculty of Ancient history;

NEDZVIDSKYI,Andrei Volodymyrovych - Docent of the Faculty of ukrairian

Literature.

The talks was a replica of Lviv and Kiev conversations on achievements

of the Ukraine under the comunist regime in particular since Stalin's death.

At the reception at Ukrainian Writers of Odessa w e present:

:*-LEVCHENKO I llykola Olexandrovich - Docent of Odessa University;

HETMAN,Volodymyr - poet (lyrics);

BEREZINSKYI,Vitali - poet (lyrics);

USYCHENKO,Yuri - prosaist;

DOMRIN,Volodymyr poet (lyrics);

HAIDAENKO,Ivan prosaist ( writes also in Russian);

LITVINEnO,Vasil Ivanovich - Director of the Literary Fund of the Association

of Ukrainian Writers in Odessa;

- 7,_)-oist, author of "Sliza".

During the meeting LOHVYK 12, -.0 attacked vehemently Ukrainian

emigration and its activities. On the other hand, EAIDAZNKO,aged 27, seemed to

be pleasantly surprised if not shoked by the aguments of Sources against
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Russification and Russian politics in the Ukiaine in general.

In ODES'SA Sources visited the Synagogue where they met the chairman

of Jewish Synagogue 0o=m4ty and were told by h-LE that of 120,000 Jews

residing now in the city only 200 —300 were coming to the Synagogue. (The

whole population of Ode a he state as 800 2 000. )

13. After two days stay in ODESSA Sources went by plane to

SIMFEROPOL and from the Airport by car to YALTA. Thee they were accommodated
did some sightseeing

at the hotel °Levadiya". Accompanied by a guide they vi--Ti-17/764-7-timeamidpc, went to

the beach,o. They heard only Rus:dan spoken in the streets.

14. After 2 days in YALTA they returned by car to SIIIVER01-0L and

boarded a plane .to KIEV. In KIEV they stayed for another two days and then left

by train to POLTAVA where Source A had hbr relatives.

15. In PPITAVA Sources stayed in Hotel "Inturist" ( the old one;

at that time they were just finishing a new larr:er one). Sources s pent there

two days visiting the museumr the city hall and met A's relatives who stamed

from T estern Ill-raine but after their release from Siberia decided to settle

dwn in POLTAVA.

FRom POLTAVA they went by train to KHARKOV where they spent

two days,tbo. L2,VISHCHENKO joined them here again and .hugh tactfully

still rather 1)ersistent/1y continued to 19rsuade A to remain in the Ukraine.

He was not interested in B as a born American what he actually also mentioned

before, in Kiev. A refused to talk seriously about it jolcingly commenting on hi:

prolhises.

In Eluudov ,beside eight acing, sources had a f meal cc option at the

University. Their host a' were

LAVRI,Volodymyr	 Pedorovich — Rector;

RYBALKA,Iven Klementiyovycn — Director of the Faculty of history

of the Ukraine;
	 6a1



hOLIJEUVII,Zinaidn Serhe,yivna - Dean of the Evening Faculty;

K2f,H,Petro Yel:ovych - Docent, Dean of the Philological Faculty;

KOLUDIAZENY,Andrei Stepanovich - Docent o-Z the Faculty of til:reinian

-Language;

111==S,1inastasiya Ileksymivna - Docent of the Faculty of the History

of Ukrainian Literature;

DALAKA,Tvan Terentiyovich - Docent , Director of the Faculty of the

History of Ukrainian Literature.

As usual the conversation uns mainly concentrated on achievements of V--
and other

Ukraine in recent years in educational, cultural, cconomicA!mou fields, end

rejection of Sources/ at • acks against Hussification and other negatives of the

Soviet reality in the Ukraine.	 .3ources, in particular A, were quite

outspoken and bad many truthful though unpleasant things to their hosts.

When they were leaving KULUDIAZLEY approached them, shook hands much longer

than necessary uith A and $tressed that this was n very interesting and
deeply

pleasant talk and he wasmwmxt9w thankful for it to A and B. He seemed to

be realty satisfied with A/s arguments against his collo o es. He himself,

did not participate in discussion at ell.

16. LEVISEChENKO, continueing his "serious political talk",

repeated several times that :6ANDLhIA was killed by his own people and he

could introduce Source to the killer himself. Fo that they would have to go

to Kiev or Lviv. Sou:ees, however, decided to proceed alLh their schedule

and left by elane for hb3OLU. there they eyed in hotel "0 1-eina " . In the

hotel they encountered in the restaurant one evening a:LL,fnu jas=an who

told them that" he was :Jrcolning to co-duct a ioU American jaze band ,eventunlie.

in Source's v-;e,J 3Zia, we a -01.o -baLly •ent to them by .:,he

After 1	 days in 1.10SCUI Sources went by air to Warsaw and from there by

car to C6R end Austriao



17. While in KHARKOV Source A was asked by a corl-csondent and

La. ISIICI.II.,11C0 himself to siEti. a 22 pages article on what she had seen and

liked in the Soviet Uni_on. It was sinilat to that of _LVOV and after sonic

reluctance, on insistence and begging or LL'',1.2.sli ciht.0 nd others she signed it

in presence of L. In Source' a opinion they wanted to have such "sined articlesu

not as much for publication as NIL for assurance that in case the person concerned

will in the future attack them (like Earusia DEK) they will be able to

countervail those attacks with "signed statements " to the contrary.

18. Source A brought with her from LVOV a aetition of an elderly
to	 ain

man , addressed to the ?rokuratura demanding/yhy he was arrested folr the

second time and subjected to all kind of deprivation . and tormenting.

He asked her ,eventually, to ublish it abroad. the letter was written in
sh,

bus- ian. Source A did not want to give it to C., butAwodd do so in case

she will decide"to reveal all the secrets about the Und:rground" to C's

o y gani::ati on.

19, While in LVOV and KIEV Source was asked by many local friends

about various people abroad mainly writers, poets ,artists ,and politicians.

she was asked about 1 . 1)ROZ, HHTZDOVSKYT,HIRIIIAK,LYIUMZHKO, and others ( she

could not remember them). In LVOV she was told by her friends about

Ivan BAHRIANYI(S death.

20. In POLTAVA Source has a cousin whose husband is a medical

doctor. They have a son about 1.1)::5dx 3 - 4 years old. Jour-cc filmed them

while visiting PCITAV,A.
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•1 The ilew Ubraiaion unc,egyound

Through her	 nb:Lvea cad driands in L y 0v Source as contacted

with U Lrainian Under ground. The reresentativas or the later asked ource

to put them f4 touch with a. Ukrainian ciolitical group abroad which she will

consider to be most suitable for them. They also asked 	 about the

lios,ibility to gait':: the	 c	 7ontsot ,Jith inoericoic Pth:olties in

order to .!.et ovehtudly ,),Dlitical and material heir. Above all, the Underground

wol'.1d like to convince Americans that it exited and was active. Un tke other
trust

hand, according to Source the Underground	 did not fullyAkaericans

NS they were very critical of USolicy rating it as naive, shortsighted, and

paS1Ve. the	 on contact ,-t he refore , 	with Iii:rainian inoliticel

group abroad, as for the time being.

Source refused to give any names or Other conclusive data

claiming that she was still undecided as to with whom: or rather with what

political group to 
a	 —usiYie her 	 with the n: rground in the Ukraine.

So far, C's organization seams to her to be most suitable but she will be able
only

to talk on the mat .,er a gairAin about 7-10 days

As to the Underground itself she told the folowing:

a/ The undeIground was 'spread all over the Ukraine and was much

stronger in the Eastern than in Western Ukraine. It had also its people

in Siberia and in other rnts of the Soviet Union.

b/ it was loosely organized in a sense that it was rather based

on informal orgnnizational contacts betwe n the oeo 'le as the sezie

convictions and with a irrinimam of structural forms. On the other hand, the

wac tightly °Trani's:ad end was operating with he11 of couriers

moving all over he country and maintaining contact with most in,;ortant

miJmbers n.n[-; the rani: c d file. As one representative of the Underground
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enplained it to source one of his friends in a small town n i ght have no

organized "net" i n the old sense but if needed he could always muster

people to do a job • He knew them and they trusted him.

c/ Source was planning to visit the 'ukraine newt year and should

bring with her contacts to the Un::erEround from the emigration. She should also

tell the Underground ' what were the chances and requiremetts for convinuing Amer
cans that there was an Underground in the Ukraine.

oromised
SourceAWgaRoto bring them contacts from the emigration and in case she will

share all her secrets with G I s group, she would like to be given proper

instructions .

If Source should fail to got a visa tth Ukraine she was to go only to Poland

and arrange for =It= making contact with the Underground rebresantives from

the' Ukraine in Poland. Source refused to be specific but from what she vaguely

indicated the Undeground night have its -people also in Poland .

d/ ehile demanding contacts with emigration the Underground in the

Li r-a p en.ade it clear that they would not submit to any leadership abroad.

Being in the Ukraine they knew better what and how to do than those in the

emigration.	 The underground people wore critical of *Oe past politics of

Ukrainian nationalists and in particular of their German collaboration

in 1944 which they considered to be a fatal mistake. They were also critical

of some activities of the former Und.rground in 1945 -51 mainly of those

which by unnecessary atrocities and lack of wise strategy had comuromised

to SOFIO e:ctent ado struggle of k=ulian nation age mist Iloscow.

At the oresont thsir main task they saw in political and.

propagandistic fields e::cluding any terrorist activ-iLdes. Their main jos was to

fight Russification and. preserve b i nihian human iotentinl for the future.

e/ ;hat they want from emigration is political and material help,
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mainly historical and other literature, and information to be used in their work;

warm cloths, good shoes and boots, wool materials, sweaters for couriers and

other people doing much travelling, plus nylons ,other textiles end materials

to be sold for obteining money necessary to finance the 'underground i s woecxx

activities.

±7 A great importance in the new Underground is put on religious

ters and revival of religious feelings among 400P people. The fight for Church

is unseperable from the political struggle of Ukrainian nation.

(N.B. .3ource is known an a devoted catholic.)

g/ I" PHA HOV shortly before Sources left for Moscow , A was

approached by two men from the Underground ( in her opinion) who told her

that they followed Source on her way from Lvov and now they could leave A and

B alone. , 6ourcespretended that they did not know what was all that about and
he+	 and B

the wto men disam)eared as sudc:enly as theyftlrroached herP k then near., --

the entrance of the hotel PInturist" in which they were staying.

h/ The Underground has Itix people with access to the highest pc
ty and government officials in the ukraine and in some other parts of the

Soviet Union. This is very helpful because such people can often warn other

individuals in case of danger. The warning and passThg over of the information

is being dome in a smart informal way. Thus, -Pn-r-.,±	 to give an actunJ 

example one high official in LVUV mentioned to a man of the Underground that

another man, say X, should change a paertment since it was no longer

comfortable -Mr him. This meant X had to change it because the Lou was after

t'ais pnticulaT case, unfort=tely, X ignored the hint end some time

later the KGrf3 searched his apartment.

i/ The people from the :illJerrou_nd L.cintioned sometti_IIL to the

effect that they had some pretty close access to IIABEKO :V and it was 2 -oitty

the latter was removed
.

(/
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j/ 7rani their people with access to the party-tops the Underground

had the information that recently at an.Obkom meeting it was disclosed that

thre existed a strong ilIegal leligious life in Lvov-oblast and therefore

the party-cad res hd to increase their ef.orts aginst U1ainLan iicamouflagee

cetholics. It was stetal that there were still 300 Ukrainian catholic

priests who had refused to sign the conversion to Orthodoxy ( "Nepidpyschyky").

On this oc:asion Source was told that late summer 1963 there were some

searches of former priests by the KGB.

At the sameling it was said that a new Ukrainian underground became active
increase their

in Lvov-oblast ,toe) and all party-members were called toAyigilance .

If
	

k/ The representatives of the Underground in LVOV sugL'ested that

the emigration should establish some sort of its own "Co m -itte for cultural

contacts" in order to use it for maintaining contacts with people in the

Ukraine.

1/ -When Source had mentioned to the people from the Underground

that Dr LYSIAK-RUDNYTSKY "saw no Underground during his trip behind the Iron Curtz

two or three years ago", their answer was that nobody would hove trusted

him to tall about the Undo groundmoreover that " we had had our own

Rlidnytsky here in Lviv".
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Characteristic of  th..7rainian emiRration by Levishchenko

Ac5o3.-ding to .Source A - LEVI3FISFIENI:0 tried to impress her

with profound knowledge of everything about the emigration. he mentioned

many addresses, names etc that were completely new to Sources and they could

not memorize them. An:yway, he concentrated mainly on three political

groups abroad: Lebedivtsi, iielnykivtsi,Banderivt si

M-7 s characteristic of eacb of them was as following:

Lebedivtsi - are intelligent and sophisticated people who seem to know what

thep want and who have perhaps even learned a little bit from the past.

Pith those people one could eventually talk.

nelnykivtsi - are hal  f and half - with some of them one could talk, with others

not. Some of them seen to be willing to look for new approaches and id..,-rdzrgl=

vistas but the others a e still lo king to the past instead to the future.

Banderivtsi - with those one could not talk et all.

The problem with all political grours was that they didn't know

anythinc, about the Ukraine and continued their campaign of slander against

. their own homeland. They should come here and see with their own eyes

what the to-day' s Ukraine us s

Interrupted by the Source as to whether those people could return

from the ukra-ine in case they didn't like it there , LEVI3EICHEIE0 assured her

that even STETSKO who was doing so much travelling around the world anyway,
and

could come to Kiev,Rif he had no blood on his hands nobody will touch him.

Source could not remember other mentioned names beside those of l!ELIT'TICILE1',1,:n,

l'ROKOP, ANDR-1=1j11 whom ' i t he Ukraine would always 1,rel orae " likewise

as STETSKO.

The soviet .dkrainian intelligentsia and in particular

LINT 31-1C1IDIKu	 orga.rrlzation ..Tas very much interested in developing contacts



with Ul:rainian emigration,and especially with emigre-intellisentsia. The later -

provided it will come with pure intentions - should visit the Ukraine even if

they had some minor sins in the past. 'rho soviet ukrainian Governraent pardoned

all those wi.2,0 made ci one time or another mistakes , tLmrc ware many

amnesties after Stalin's death, "and one should look forward and not back".

The Soviet Ukrainians are very eager not only in having emigres

come as guests to the Ukraine but to develop some relationship with them

abroad as wal. For instance, Ukrainians abroad make all kinds of Artistic

e::hibi ts, why coudn't their compatriots in the -oviet 'kraine participate in them

by sending their pictures, books and other objects to be e:thibited together

with those of emigres ? They (in the .Likraine ) would gladly do so.

Or , wily to steal a few grams of U krainian soil to smugje it out of the

,kraine when they (in Kiev) could sunny the emigration with it just like

they did in case of STA= of dew York ?

In LEVISHCIEITKU'S opinion there are many other -:lanes on which

emigration and Soviet ukIainians could col. aborate not as political

adversaries but above all as Ukrainians. For instance, LEVISHCHEITKO plans to)

visit some time pert-laps even in the near future the United States. ii5bould

appreciate it very much if Source could introduce him to Ukrainians in this

country and eventaully accompany him oh his tour.



1. Oueues for bread in cities

Immediately after their arrival to LVOV Sources observed long

queues for breed. It was Monday ,Sept 2,1963, and the queues were seen

all over the city whereever they went. Initially, this was explained by

guides hp a temoorary breakdown of delivery service • Later on y in Kiev

LEVISLOMENKO himself admitted that t&-e was an acute shortage of bread but

the Governemnt "will solve it pretty soon% Long queues Sources saw also

in Kiev,Odessa, Kharkov and Poltava.

Sources 1 friends told them in LVCV end POLTAVA that in kolhosps

not a single gram of wheat was given this year to kolhospnyks and the situation

was much worse than in previous years. The shortage of bread caused panic
- 1t.e

not only among the population but alsth in some highest party echelons.--
bj C

-People were talking that KLTALIEO11.71 himself was panicking and hiding 	 "1".11
,
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In KIEV Source was told by a good friend of her family or friends in

person with University degree, that the shortage of wheat and bread

in general was cause not so much by severe winter and draught but by deliberate

"structural innovations" in agricultural planning. It was a punishment to the

Ul7raine by restricting her wheat production and compelling her to switch over

to maize and other 	 or technical arops". This Wee ,however, cone

in a general trend of reducing tho economic potential of the Ukraine in

1	 1-.'n
'\ t43-7 ilOPLI '4.7	

30--: agriculture and industr7. Nobody talks about it openly es et but most

iit/' . 	' V
--" .	 _70 ,,,,r

\	
people with access to peeper informations and plans begin to realize that in

t ' V)
the long run the Train:2 was to be reduced to a 31'C, —ade republic at the cost
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of' further development of the Russian aP6R.

2. Strikes in the UT;raine

Source was told in LVOV by hcr friends that in 1961 or 1962 there

were massive strikes of workers in KREENCHUG. In winter 1963 workers of

LV0V-AUTOBUS PLANT striked for several days . Finally the authorities

made some concessions but soon afterwards all the leaders and activists of

the strike were sent to thther places out of LVOV. Similar strike with

f	 '-

similar consequences took place in 1962 at KH.T.Z. in KHARKOV. r	 raY''
Late spring 1963 about 100 nurses from Lvom-hospitals were sent

to other places incl. Russian SFSR, for partici pation in a "sitting strike".

3. Betropolit Slipvi and "hostages"

Source's friends in LVOV asked about Metrobolit Slipyi. When

Source informed them that some people among emigration were critical of Metropo-
lit's "paseivity" Appo4 she was told that Metropolit cannot 'behave diffbrently

since he was tied by "hostages" living in the Ukraine who would have to

suffer in case Slipyi attacked the Soviet Government. The KGB must know who

was left by Metropolit in the Ukraine and could easily wipe out the whole

hierarchy.

40	 Bilingual inscriptions in Odessa and Kharkov

Sources weie told by their friends in Poltava and Lviv that

owing to "pressure" of touists who were asking usually why there were

mainly Russian inscriptions in Kharkov and Odessa, since two years authorities

intrOduced bilingual - Ukrainian end. fusion - inscriptions in the streets of

both cities. This was told to ...Sources as an example of how emigration
could help their compatriots in the Ukraine by visiting their homeland and

exercising "proper pees sure".

'7 4/ ---/,;)



5. Foreign Broadcasts

6. Protests and demonstrations of Ukrainian students

People in the Ukraine listen to foreign broadcasts. They ponTt do

it in groutls but individually. Those having private sets s pread then the

news around. The VOA and Liberty is relatively well received in Kharkov and

Poltava regions. In stern Ukraine p ople listen more to the Vatican Radio,

BBC, Free Europe (in Polish). The BBC is rather popular also in Eastern IiIcraine,

In Western Ukraine people complained about abondenement of

mess-services by the Radio v atican. The,, asked Source to convey their

wishes to introduce it again.

Source was told in LVIV that in Opt* May andJ'-une L63 there were

ilemonstrations of Ukrainian students in classes of Lviv Univerity against

Russian to be used in lectures. It came to squabbles between Ukrainians

and Ruseialland others who demanded in their turn that lectures be read In

Russian. Ike same demonstrations were repeated aEin in SeD 1963 at the very

beginning of the term in spite of the fact that leaders and activists of

May-June demonstrations were sent from Lviv University to other institutes and

universities,thninly tn Moscow and otib cities of the RussianVSR.

Source was also told that authorities deliberately bring many

Russian students from Moscow and other Rus . ian cities to Lvov and send

Ukrainians to Russian cities to weaken Ukrainian student body in Lviv.

She us. lco told that there were similar protests in Kiev universities end

insties and the authoiities reacted in L 	 as in L viv.
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l' LE-vi-SECHEHKO,laykhallo Olexandrov:ych  - Ukrainian,party member, born

Poe 	 518, dark blond, blue e:Tes,oval face; does much gesticulating when

talks. Source has his picture on the film she made in l ialarkoia and promised
• Peig ' (4/	 ,	 (. 7	 p to lend it to C.

P4m,s	 ta.7-71/ /1•,.3 
He is senior official of the Corn itte for Cultural Contacts wi th 

EbreiF,n Countries in Ki ev, Sneaks very fine Ukrainian, intel igent,Well read.

Very well informed about the 'Ukrainian emigration in the ,States, and in genera/.

, CiliTLL.542	 IR	TIOFEZVA, exandra 0. - ssia Director of the Inturist i n LVTV.
:ç' 	 • 4)6'6	 ZAelj	 (1,5-5/Z	 /6?" 7 4``,"	

5'8	 59, high bossom, brunette l aged 50,-16e-i-as froraoscow intelligent, speaks

only Russian. Seemed to be very understanhimg and humane nerson. She helped

ranch Source to care for Source ! s mother after the latter ! s	 stroke.
c/55/' 	 41_,5"/":2 

3. 5 BILOZUB ,Afanasiy Ivanovich - chief of the Service Bureau (Byomo

Obsluzhevaniya) at the Hotel Inturist in Lv_c2y.  Ukrainian, 

tynical KGB officer, aged 52, 	 5IS, slim, blond i,rith parting, spoke very fine

ukrainian, well die :sod, good manners.

4. PASHUK Andrei Yorpora - Ukrainian from region of PIDHAITSIIllest

Ukraine, Docent .,Director of the Faculty of Civil Law at the Lviv University.

Aged 5'3-55, seemed to be a good roan. Stressed his birth in the Western Ukraine.
- 0 cc	 /c• o c, /a, 

5. ':4' NEBORIACHOK,Fegir flatviyovych D:_ecter of the :Pacultv of

Ukrainian Literature at the LvCv University, aged ,r). suu ra-Lher provocative

questions at the meoting at the university " ascert	 vary often Whether

this or that problem interested Sources as 1,Q ,:raiuians or as Plaericans.
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)0a? : //s5,e-e (0,.7 	5,22 
INE•foLE:Y1 ietro  -Ukrainian, aged '30, at that tifle (Sept 193)

, ,.5.5.4)	 4c - 
of H 4,112i,tez.! " 	  / Quite sympathetic, int e.1 .igent,wel 1 read.

(A"J	 • ,	 &LS )	 ,/.( 

7.	 1011CHUIC.,-1'nu 7 '01-rain:Lan, c,ed 30, 5' 7, black hair, long face, van

arrthgant and selfas ure.d.  All the time made notes and "conducted" the ener-int, 

with writers in Lvi-v, An on-.77.1.7775Tr75777.91714 Kul) oi_icer........--, :	 pdA'q? 9 ,
RONA1,1-Y.C1FUT,Ivan - Ukrainian, aged 30:1- . 1, (lyrics), eipployed with/

-:?1:5,..5A. ' PC..)19 r ev, .6,syq 
f iZhovtant  " inplyvtkv Sli ghtly e tacked em-Igration and was much interested in it.

Asked about poet IIALANIUK of ilow York.

9. l'ILITZCHUK,,fnu 7 Ukrainian, widow of liELITYCEDIC,forriler editor of •

"Zhovt en". Aged 28-0, pretty, blonde, well dres sed.
ie/-;2://<‘(--A 	 •

f.t.!-ARE9\,-YAGODZINSKYI Apolon hryhorovvch  - chairman of the 

Lvv	 a - aged	 member of com:Toni et Unde-rground 

German 
.--	 •,	 /.;

' 11. "'■""POIHR-.2.,YAK., olodyrivr Maksimovich - 	 	 aged 60 also

of cam aurist undeground_ during Gorman occupation.

According to LZTISH.AiETIKO either YAGODZIILIE or: PORREDYAK - Source coALld not
which op,e..:

rememberranyway, one of them was working in high position as Volkdeutch in

Gestapo HQs in LviV during the 1,re-..r while in reality serving the Soviets, and

the other was Director of shoe/ -factory at the same time supplying German

Army. The lot-L;er had merited even many German praises for his e:-:cellont work

while at the same time he sabotaged the production by impragnating a part

military shoect with special chemicals ruining the shoes whew put in water or

mud.
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12. Dr LUCYK, fun (LUTSYK) - local Uburnian, medical doctor who was in

of trratment
chargehof Source's 2other in L11011. He/ cape regularly to the l fltwLISt to

Source's mother and was very careful not to say anything compromising hiJa.

All the time he pTaised tia. a Soviet medicine, "wondered" how was it ingposible

that American doutors could not save ?resident Kehnedy's child or to cure John

Poster Dulles. When Source's mother "braked" him. with pointing out that

he was talking nonsense as there was not sufficient sup ly of medicine nowadays

in the Soviet Union, Dr LUTSYK pretended fN not to have heard what she

said and continued his "talk" in the same way as before.

Cs COPY
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